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lifting up the hair from
his head, he saw the
surgery scars for his
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removal of the skin
cancer on his neck. the
words he spoke to the

surgical team were to tell
them they were too

young to do this. peeled
off the rest of his clothes,

revealing his tattooed
torso. the heavy leather
belt was looped around

his chest. he tied it
securely, then unlocked
the handcuffs that were
attached to it. without
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seeing the woman's face,
i can't tell if she's young

or old. i can tell she's is in
shape because of her

tan. as we draw closer, i
try not to look directly at
her. i should, not so i can
get a better look at her
face, but so i can avoid

eye contact. i don't know
why, but i get the feeling

that the more eye
contact i make with her,

the better she might
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look. i'm hoping she is
single, or else i might

very well just be making
a fool out of myself by

staring at a very cute and
beautiful girl for all the

world to see. i get a good
look at her arms, hands

and legs. i notice the
open cut at the end of
her nose. i get a good

look at her neck. i notice
her hair, for she has a

hairstyle that has a lot of
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hair over one side, which
looks similar to a hare.
"you need to be more

careful. the more people
you hurt, the more you

will be hurt. then you can
blame others for your

pain." his voice was calm
and clear. the girl was

ignoring him as she
leaned away from him,
keeping her eyes on the
busy street. sirens, cars

honking, people
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screaming, rubbish flying
about, she was living the
nightmare that only the
poor could comprehend.

she had just killed a
young boy, stabbed him
multiple times, and then
stabbed herself again, in

addition to stabbing a
man. "will you stop

ignoring me or do i need
to physically pull you into

this room?" the man
stood with the knife in his
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hand. the girl looked at
him and saw that he had
pointed the knife at her.

she became very
agitated, but then

realized that if she ran,
he would be able to catch
her and kill her. "why did
you kill all those people?"
she asked. "because i am

a vampire. i am good,
pure blood. you cannot

kill a vampire. you cannot
kill me. if you so much as
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bat an eye at me, then
you will become one of

me." he opened his
jacket and revealed the
dead boy underneath.

"take me to your master
and tell him to free me of
this curse," he said. "but i
cannot take you before
the council. please, give
me a chance before you
kill yourself." he put the
knife back in his pocket
and took her hand. i feel
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sorry for the girl, i can
see that there is

something wrong with
her. maybe she had
suffered an accident.
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